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AGENDA 
Faculty Meeting 
June 1, 1959 
4: 20 p.m., Morse Galler y 
j V W'\ E. I I ' "l S<:r 
p. ~(.:, 
1. Minutes of l ast meeting 
2. Letter from Richard Cole, Chairman of the Pelican Committee, to 
the Faculty Mee+,ing: 
11W e wo1.;.ld like to see the faculty pass a ruJ.e allowing students 
havine no Saturday classes to spend the entire weskend at the 
PeJ.ica.n. Houeve1', students leaving F.rj_day would supply their 
own food until Saturday evening. These students would also 
follow all rules and r eguJ.ations set up by the Pelican? 11 
J. Promotions of Fa.culty Members 
Dr. Geneva Drinkwater--elected Professor of History 
Dr. Herbert E. H8 lhrege--appointed Associate Professor of Chemistry 
lJr. John S. Ross--a:ppointed Associate Professor of Physics 
l-1, G)'ant fr cm The Danforth Foundation (Copy of letter attached) 
5, Letter from Department of State re Exchange-Visitor Programs 
6, Ac adem:i.c Adviser s Committee 
C..\o . Establishment ( See plan and. appointments, attached) 
b. Registration for returning students. 
(1) It was agreed that the change in registration date for returTiir~g 
s tudents from Friday , October 2, to Saturday, October 3, be 
pre sented to the f ac1 lty for tl1eir approval. 
c. Departmental materials emphasizing necessa.ry or recommended lower 
divis:ion classes. (See minutes of Academic Advisers Committee, 
item J, attached.) 
7. Repor t of Fac1il t y.-Administration Committee 
a. Moti on made and ce.rried to grant :MmG. Grand pe;.~:nissi.on t o try 
her accelerated method of teaching French; i.e., teaching one 
year's work in one term, the course to give five hours of credit. 
b . Noti on . made and carried to present to the Faculty the philosophy 
courses in Applied Logic and Hiddle Eastern Culture: 
(1) Philosaphy 222f. APPLIED LOGIC. 
-~he techniques of clear thinking. 
A study of the application of 
5 credits 
(2) Philosophy 347s. rIIDDLE EASTERN CULTURE. A study of the most 
s ~gnific~nt phases of the culture of the Middle East as they 
aff ect t he world today. 5 credit. 
- ·-~----------------------------------------
J u "'e I J I-, S-5 
-2-
7. Report of Faculty-Administration Committee (continued) 
c. Motion made and carried to approve Miss O:rtmayer I s proposal 
to allow ti-JO, three, four, or five hours of c:ced:i.t for courses 
in cl.:;sign and sculpture. 
d. Recommendation of Mrs, Dean regarding the English Composition 
courses uas accepted by the Corr,mittee. (See attached memorandum) 
e. As a suggestion for next year motion was made and carried 
Committee sponsor and set up in the fall four groups of faculty 
members with a senior professor as chairman of each group and a 
.first- or second .. year professor as co-chairman to meet to discuss 
educational problems, the dean · to choose· the, chairmen. 
f. Fiesta 
(1) Calendar Committee Action--May 13, 1959 
11 At the request of the Faculty-Administration Conm1~.ttee 
Fiesta Dates were discussed. It was voted to recommend 
that Fiesta be held the sec:md weekend after the Spring 
Holidays in 1960. This will be Thursday, March 31, 
Friday, April 1, and Saturday, April 2. Classes will 
be discontinued after 1B1 period Thursday. 
11It was decided to ask for the reacb.on of the Student 
Council and the Faculty-Administration Committee with 
regard to these dates. This matter is to be brought 
up at their next meeting. 
(2) Faculty-Administration Action--.May 26, 1959 
1'It wa.s moved that the dates for Fiesta be set at April 28-30, 
1960, with e.n alternative of April 7-9. The C.c.J.enclar Com-
mittee is to make the date a pcc>manent one as long as it 
does rnt conflict with Easter weekend, Notion carried. 11 
g. Motion made and carried to recommend for a regular degree 
YJ.r. Jukka Eravuorj_J an Emeey Scholar from Finland.. 
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The ninth meeting of the Hollins College Faculty of 
1958-1959 was held in the 11-Iorse Gallery of Art at 4: 20 p.m., 
June l, 1959. The following were present: President iv1cK.:' an 
Dean Scroggs, Mr. Allen, Miss Bode, l'irs. Ca11pbell, i't!r . Carte 
1fr. Chase, Mr. Larrah, Mrs. Deon, Mr. Dorsett, Miss Dorsey, 
iVIr . Douglass, Mr. Lozier, Miss Drinkwater, Mr. Fischer, Mr. 
Frutchey, Mrs. Gleason, Mrs. Goubaud, 1!.r. Granberry, Mrs. 
Grand, Mr. Hamilton, Mrs. Hansen, Mr. Hellwege, i.fr. Hu:f'-
s tad er, Mr. Kaplan, Mrs • Koontz, Mr. Landsman, Mr. Lewj_s , 
Mrs. Magoun, Mrs, Morehouse, Mr. iforgenrotr.., Mis s Ortma.yer, 
Mrs. Osgood, Miss Packham, Mr. Pahel, 'Miss Patton, iVir, ?lumt 
Mr. Rojas, Mr. Rosazza, Mr. Ross, Mr. Sanderlin , Mr. S&ute, 
~fr. Scheer, M::- . Scott, Miss Shor, Ivlr , Silins, i\ir, S:ni th, 
Mr. Stock, i•lr. Stone, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Tiedtke, Hr. Trowbr:Ld~ 
Er. Vermilye, Hr. Vestal, Mr, Wagner, Tu.ir. \1aite, ilfrs. Watson 
Mr. Welsh, Hr . Wolfe , Mr. Mandell. 
De an Scroggs read to the faculty, 11 1'omo::.~row Is Tc-1 
Late" from The Educational Record, July 1957, which ha.:,. bum 
distributea·:-
President McKean took the chair. 
Correction to the minutes of the May 4 meetirw : M;~. 
Vestal was elected Alternate to the Faculty Review Comr,,:i. vLee 
The minutes were approved as corrected. 
A letter from Richard Cole, student chairman of the 
Pelican Committee, requesting permission for students h 0,vi.ng 
no Saturday classes to spend the entire weekend at the 
Pelican was presented. President McI(ean r eported tha•:·, 
because of financial conditions it might become neces ti-::· .. :';t to 
lease the Pelican. Dean Scroggs moved that com,j deration of 
the request be deferred. Motion seconded and carried. 
The following faculty promotions were announced: D::-- , 
Geneva Drinkwater--elected Professor of History; Dr. Herbert 
E. Hellwege--appointed Associate Profes sor of Chemis try; 
Dr. John S. Ross--•appointed Associate Professor of Phyoics. 
Dean Scroggs made an announcement of the availabi l.:>. ty 
of a Danforth Teacher Study Grar,t (letter c'l :~strfouted) ::.~1.d 
of the Exchange-Visitor program of the I'ep f~rtm5:··,:::. of St at.3 . 
Further i.nformation may be obtained fr om the De 2.n ' s Office. 
Dean 3croggs revieweo the action of the facul ty estab-
lishing the Academic Advisers Committe e, and explained t:1r.: 
I 
steps which have been t2.ken during the spring in c>.ctiv:i.t.:.···,=; 
the Coramittee fo /· the 19S9-1960 academ"~c y0e.r. The r e :;om-· 
rr.endation of the Ccmmi t te0 that the registration date i )].' 
I 
re turning students be cha,1ged from Friday, Cc tober 2 , ·~o 
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6/1/59 Paee 2 
Deoartments are requested to submit to Dean Vermilya for 
the guidance of the academic advisers materials regarding 
lower division courses, suggested sequence in which 
courses for departmental major, fuller descriptions than 
in the catalog of lower division courses. 
Re~ort of Faculty-Administration Committee 
a. Motion made and carried to grant Mme. Grand permission 
try her accelerated method of teaching French; i.e.; 
teaching one year's work in one term, the course to 
give five hours of credit. 
b. M[otion made and carried to present to the Faculty the 
nhilosophy courses in Applied Logic and Middle Eastern 
Culture: 
(1) Philosophy 222f. APPLI .0T LOGlC. A study· of i tJ:i 
aoplication of the techniques of clear thinkh:h • 
5 credits. 
(2) Philosoohy 347s. MIDDL:C EAST2RN CU LTURE. A study 
of the most significant phases of the culture of 
the Middle East as they affect the world today , 
5 credits. 
Approved by the faculty, 
c. Motion made and carried to aporove Miss Ortmayer 1s pro-
posal to allow two, three, four; or five hours of 
credit for courses in design and sculpture. 
d. Recommendation of Mrs. Dean regarding the English Compo-
sition courses was accepted by the Committee. 
1, Students making the top forty scores on the En.6-
lish Placement Test will be required to write a 
theme to test their proficiency in writing. The 
top twenty scores of the whole test will then be 
determined by an average of the E.P,T, results 
with the theme grades. 
2. All freshmen will take one year of English, 'lbose 
students having the top twenty scores in the E.11 ,T 
have a choice of taking English 101- 2-3, the 
regul ar freshman composition and literature, c- , 
103 of this course and two terms of literature , 
Those top score students who are qualified may 
take 103, one term of literature and one of 
creative writing, or 103 and two terms of creative 
writing. 
e, As a suggestion for next year, the motion was made and 
J~"'e I• I 4 >'1 
p ,oo 
carried that the Committee sponsor and set up in the 
I' i.0 c;_::i o'; ed 8Jucattond fall four groups of faculty members wit h a :,enior 1 .. :>" 
:::·-t,u<_\i grot'-~S fessor as chairman of each group and a first- or 
second-year professor as co-chairman to meet -!:o disu is.s 
educational problems, the Dean to choose the chairman . 
l o~~ ~o • . t D. /~y- o ~i ea a ·ates 
t o b·J set in fall. 
Mr~ Jukka Eravuori 
r P,c ommended for E, A. 
deg:.·!:;e. 
Apr,r c•val o.i.' degree 
cc::.:, :J i dates . 
f. Fiesta 
(1) Calendar Committee Action -- May 13, 1959 
"At the request of the Faculty-Administration 
Committee, Fiesta dates werA discussed, It was 
voted to recommend that Fiesta be held the sec m:d 
weekend after the Spring Holidays in 1960. ".'his 
will be Thursday, March Jl, Friday, April 1, and 
Saturday, April 2. Classes wHl be di .s contir. 1.i,.~,::1. 
after· "B" period Thursday, 
"It was decided · to · ask for . the reac c.ion of t J-i _ 
Student CounciJ. and the Facul ty-Admj_ni r: t. r- .,~ tion 
Cornmi ttee with r egard t o thes e dates . T~1is rnatL :c:J.· 
is to be bro11ght up at• their next m£:eting. 11 
(2) Faculty-Administration Action -- May 26, 1959 
"It was moved that the dates for i.7:J.esta be s et '"'.~ 
April 28-30, 1960, w:i. th an .-,lternative of Ap:c:i.: 7= 
9. The Calendar Committee is to make the date a 
permanent one as long as it does not conflict wi ·0h 
Easter weekend. Motion carried." 
~tion of the Faculty 
Motion made and carried to postpone finaJ_ acLcn 
setting the Fies ta dates for the a.cademic yc;!,r 
1959-1960 until fall. 
'l'he action of the Facul ty-A.dministration Committee, 
(2) above, was approved as a guiding principle f er 
setting the Fiesta dates f or 1960-1961 f~rward . 
(Note: the dates specified :~n this paragraph · .. :2·· 
not be used because of dates orev:\. ::msl / c omm:i +, ..,,;.:;_ 
by the Calendar Committee,) · 
g. Motion made and carried to recommend for a regular 
:degree Mr. Eravilor1, an Emeny Scholar from Finland. 
Aoproved by the faculty. 
Mr. Wolfe moved that the seniors (list. of candida·::.es 
for degrees has been distributed) who are certified as 
having completed all requirements for their respec'Live 
degrees, be recommended to the Board of Trustees for t he 
6/:./59 Pc: .. ge 4 
J ... l>'\e. '• t'iS-1 
f' ~O-l/ 
awarding of their degrees. Motion seconded and carried.. 
The faculty adjourned at 5:20. 
Richard S. Wolfe 
Secretary 
I 
Rollins College 5/4/59 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AS OF JUNE 5, 1959 
Lorraine Abbott Thomas Victor DiBacco 
Joan Abendroth (BS) Thomas Michael Dolan 
Elina Acasia Aguero Charles Bernard Doyle II 
Donald Wadsworth Allen Susan Cary Dunn 
John Richard Anderson (BS) Uilliam Arthur Dunnill (BS) 
William Astor Judith Ann Earle 
Ronald Leslie Atwood # Perry Riach Ellwood 
Jukka Kalevi Eravuori 
Judith Harriet Baez Dorothy Lee Englehardt (BS) 
Susan Cathrine Barclay Horace Henderson Everett 
Anne Alexander Benedict George Gideon Fehl 
Peter Bourne Benedict Alfred Emery Fekete 
James Agamen Bonatis Gary Richard Gabbard 
Carolyn Frances Bourland Philip Anthony Galante 
Lawrence Aloysius Breen, Jr. Maria Clelia Ganoza (BS) 
Sara Ann Brookbank (BM) Garry E Goldfarb (BS) 
# Virginia Howe Carpenter Joseph Samuel Haraka 
Helen Carrell # Jean Palmer Harmon 
# Paula Gaye Chertok Nancy Abigail Haskell 
Maurice Patrick Cody # Moses Hesley Hatton 
Howard Boyd Coffie, Jr. # Anne Philipson Henson 
# William Earl Comer Sara Hills 
Robert Lee Craig, Jr. Wendy Jean Hirshon 
Mary Sandra Cronin Larry Mike Hitner 
James Francis curti, Jr. Richard Arthur Holman 
# Richard Wellford D'Alemberte Gardner Stone Horton, Jr. 
( continued) 
r 
Rollins - Class of 1959 - page 2 
Judith Dabney Howard 
Lawrence Hibert Hoyt, Jr. 
Sally Overton Hunt 
Harry James Johnston 
Nelson Winslow Kimball III 
Lawrence Louis Lavalle 
Florence Rosalie Lazzara 
# Ralph Howard Learned 
# Frank Russell Leu III 
Carol Sylvia Lindgren 
Karl Leslie Lohman (BS) 
# Sharon Low Voss Lorenzen 
# Elmer Orlando Lott, Jr. 
Rose Marie Mcclung 
# Carol Louise Mcsweeney 
Martin Lee Martindale 
Jill Frances Masterson 
Janice Luck Milburn (BM) 
# Jeffords Donalson Miller 
Joseph Fred Miller 
Lowell Albert Mintz 
# Marjorie Pitcher Mullin 
Joanne Alice Murphy 
Marguerite Eleanor Murray 
Susan Lee Murray 
5/4/59 
Roberta Teel Oliver 
Ronald Louis Paiva 
Antoinette Kathleen Persia 
Uilliam Hoke Pickard 
Wade Arden Provo 
Pamela Molly Rial 
Frances Drusa Romano 
Robert Elwood Ross, Jr. 
Cordelia Row 
Jack J:3le Ruggles 
Don Addison Salyer 
Robert Joseph Schermer 
Robert Franklin Schuder 
Ruth James Schwartz 
Roger Mack Seabrook 
Dolores Ann Sharp 
Leslie Murray Sladkus 
Daniel Aaron Smith III 
Phillip Smith 
Richard Lee Smith (BS) 
William Weston Smith 
Anita Marie Stedronsky 
Nancy Lou Stevens 
~er,l-i GJ.ytao Stpoage-
# Randolph Anderson Strout 
( continued) 
Rollins - Class of 1959 - page 3 
# Joshua Cleo Sutton, Jr. 
(/ Teruo Takahashi 
Ronald John Terpak 
Jo Anderson Tipton 
Karleen Tuggle 
Uilliam-J~-W&:>d III 
Governor Thomas Wells 
Robert Stearns lJhitelaw 
# Rose Mary-Williams-eir-
Frank Russell Willis 
Leonard Victor Wood 
Barbara Lee Uorks 
# Carole Etta Zellweger 
Robert Kurt McLaren Zumft 




candidates: ~ for A.B. 
8 for B.s. 





From: Schiller Scroggs 
To President JvicKean 
4/8/59 
ROLLINS COLLEGE 
April 3, 1959 
Subject: Activating Academic Advisers Plan 
.,j\) V\ lt. \ ) \ , s '=' 
f . \ Q 'J_ 
This memorandum follows up yours of November 5, 1958, and recom-
mends that we proceed to activate the Academic Advisers' Plan approved 
by the Rollins Faculty on March 8, 1954, as follows: 
It is recom.mended: 
1. That the advisory corps be appointed for overlapping terms, 
as shown below: 
For three years, ending July 1, 1962: 
Schiller ,Scrogfs, Chairman 
Wendell c. Stone, Vice Chairman 
Dyckman T-.'. Vermilye, .Secretary 
Theodore S. Darrah 
Richard s. Folf e 




Dan A. Thomas 
Paul A. Vestal 
For one year, ending July 1, 1960: 
Donald v. Carroll 
Alfred J. Hanna 
Herbert E. Hellwege 
John S. Ross 
Arthur Vagner 
2. That the group be known as the Committee of Academic 
Advisers, and that it be added as such to the list of standing 
commit tees in the faculty by-laws o 
J. That the Committee function to integrate the total campus 
situation for the development of the student's personality and to 
guide the student toward an integrated academic program for himself. 
4. That the Committee meet regularly twice each month to discus t, 
problems, events, policies and other matters relating to their functic•:.:.e 
The Committee will jointly make case studies and carry on more-o!'-less 
formal studies aimed at bringing the best in the literature and ex-
perience in student advisement to bear on the Rollins situation. In 
this the ,"ecretary will assist by bringing to the Committee digests, 
summaries, or references bearing on matters which the Committee is or 
should be considering. 
5. That the Committee invite staff members to sit ~nth them for 
discussion of teaching problems 1-1ith which the latter should, in the 
judgment of the Committee, be especially concerned. Resident heads 
should be considered teachers of deportment, manners, and social 
development. 
6. That the Com~ittee be appointed as soon as practicable, proceed t c 
planning and structuring its activities, advising the incoming freshmen 
and lower di vision transfer students in the fall of 1959, and progress,~ 
ing thereafter to the advising of all freshmen and sophomores. 
C O P Y 
From Hugh F. McKean 
C O P Y 
ROLLINS COLLEGE 
April 8, 1959 
Jv~e., l 1 l ~S~ 
1, lO ! 
To w.c. ,Stone, Dean Vermilye, Dean Darrah, Miss Ortmayer, 
Messrs.: Wolfe, Carter, Stock, Thomas, Vestal, Carroll, 
Hanna, Hellwege, Ross, Wlgner. 
Copies to: Dean Scroggs 
Subject Committee of Academic Advisers 
C O P Y 
Will you serve on this committee which will function 
according to the plan suggested by Dean Scroggs' memo-
randum of April Jrd., a copy of which is enclosed. 
If this committee can resolve the advisory problems of 
Rollins it ~tlll represent an important advmce of the 
College. 
C O P Y 
Personnel a~ded May 20, 1959 
Miss Geneva Drinkwater (1962) 
V1rs. Angela Campbell (1960) 
Miss Bernice Shor (1960) 
Because of prior commitments, Dr 0 




Dear President McKean: 
Duke University 
Durham, N.C. 
April 22, 1959 
COPY 
Duke University has ,iust received a grant from 
The Ford Foundation to expand our Cooperative Program leading 
to the degree of 'MT.aster of Arts in Teaching. You have re-
ceived recently information describing the program. One 
purpose of this program is to ~nable superior college grad-
uates who have not qualified for a teacher's certificate to 
combine work toward a certificate with a master's program. 
Successful candidates can achie7e the degree and certifica-
tion in a fifteen-month period. During this period they will 
receive regular salary as full-time teachers for a year and 
substantial scholarship support. The course of study will 
include not only courses in professional education and super-
vised internship, but a considerable amount of further work 
in academic fields. 
It is our hope that it will be possible to 
establish formal working relationships with a number of 
selected liberal arts colleges in the Southeast for the pur-
pose of identifying such candidates and providing them with 
this unusual opportunity to improve their professional prep-
aration. We had hoped to have a meeting of the presidents 
of these colleges during the present school year but the 
late announcement of the grant seems to make this inadvisable. 
wre look forward to holding such a meeting early next year and 
hope very much that it will be possible for you to attend. 
Meanwhile, anything which you can do this spring to call the 
attention of your faculty and students to this opportunity 
for the coming year will be greatly appreciated. 
With best wish.es, I am 





/s/t/ A. Hollis Edens. 
MEETING OF ACADEMIC ADVISERS COMMITTEE 
Orlando Hall, 
Monday, 4:15 Po Mo 
Room 106 
May 25, 1959 
j .., -ne... \) \~ ~ ':!) 
f> .i O 4 
The third meeting of the Academic Advisers was held on Monday, May 25, 
in 106 Orlando Hall, at 4:lS P. Mo 
The following advisers were present: Dean Scroggs, Miss Ortrnayer, 
Mrs. Campbell, Mro Ross, Mr. Vestal, Miss Shor, Mro Stone, Mr. Carter, 
Mro Wagner, Miss Drinkwater, Mr. Hellwege, Mro Stock, Mr. Thomas, 
Dean Vennilye, Mro Wolfe, and Dean Darraho President McKean joined the 
group after the meeting had begun. 
(l) It was agreed that Item (3), (b) in the minutes of the meeting of May 18, 
pertaining to a change in registration date for returning students, must 
be presented to the full faculty for their approval at their meeting on 
June lo 
(2) Dean Scroggs announced that Miss Drinkwater, Mias Shor11 and Mrs,. Campbell 
had been added to the Committee. 
(3) Question was raised about pow to advise a freshman student who was plannirg 
to major in a field othe~ thiJ} the one in which the adviser was experienced. 
It was suggested that the first point of reference for the adviser would be 
the college catalogo The second point of reference might be materials pre-
pared by each department emphasizing the necessaey or reconnnended courses 
to be taken during the first two years by a student planning to major in 
the departmento The third point of reference would be a list and descrip-
tion of the courses most freshmen are likely to takeo 
The following approach to freshman course planning was advanced: (a) start 
the program with the freshman English ~equenoe; (b) if the student thinks 
he knows his major interest at the start of his freshman year, help him 
find one or two courses, basic to the field, which he could take during the 
first year; (c) consider then a science or language sequence. 
If the student has qualified to enter the second year foreign language 
sequence, it is recommended that he be registered for this immediately 
rather. than delaying it a yearo This may well mean that the freshman stu-
dents wlll be carrying an 18-hour program during the first year .. If an 
adviser feels that the student is not strong enough to carr.v this program, 
then he might consider: (a) adding a one-hour course in Recorded Music 
each tennJ (b) the possibility of registering the student for five hours 
of the language instead of threeJ (c) if possible, registration in an 
Art Course that would offer only three credits a term. 
(4) The group agreed to meet again at 4:15 Pe M. on Thursday, May 28, in 
106 Orlando Hall 
Prepared by Do W .. Vermilye 




May 14, 1959 From: N:Lna Dean 
To: Dean Scroggs, Mr. Wolfe, and the English Department 
SUBJECT: English Department Meeting of May 13, 1959 
1. Students making the top forty scores on the English Placement 
Test will be required to write a theme to test their proficiency 
in writine. The top twenty scores of the whole .. test :will then 
be c.etermined by an average of the E. P. T. results with the 
theme grades. 
2. All freshmen will take one year of English. Those students 
having the top twenty scores in tr..e English Placement Test 
may have a choice of taking English 101-2-3, the regular fresh-
man compositior:: and literature; or 103 of this course and two 
terms of literature. Those top score students who are qualified 
may ta~e 103, one term of literature and one of creative writing, 
or 103 and two terms of creative writing. 
3. The proposed 11 staggered 11 course, beginning with 103, will not 
be given the coming year. 
C OP Y 
Nina Dean, Chairman 
English Department 
C .o PY 
I 
The Size of Classes at Rollins 
The accompanying tables of class size at Rollins raise serious 
questions about the number and diversity of courses offered: 
1. Are all the different courses offered necessary or 
just desirable? 
2. Is there a difference in the optimum size of a lower 
division coi.rrse? An upper division course? If so, what 
in each case are the cTiteria of optimum size? How are 
such criteria validated? Does Rollins practice meet the 
requirements implied? For example, if the justification 
of small upper di vision cla-sses is the opportunity· afforded 
for use of the conference method, is it a fact that the 
conference method is used and that the use j_s effective? 
3. The tables show that 20o4% of all classes at Rollins en-
roll i'i ve or fewer students, and 23 .1% enroll between 
six and ten. Is this a justifiable proportion in each 
case? (211 classes of ten or fewer students~) How 
much salary redistribution could be effected if half 




Fall, Winter, and Spring Terms 
1958-.59 
The Size of Classes at Rollins➔~ 
Size ID uo •rotal 
7/2" 30 69 99 
6-10 54 <JI; 112 
11-15 (0) 37 (\~~) 
16-20 62 19 81 
21-25 46 14 60 
26-30 14 12 26 
31-35 1 3 4 
274 212 [Bo 
56.4% LJ.6% 
*Music and Physical Education excluded 
TABLE II 
Fall Term 1958-59 
The Size of Classes at Rollins* 
Size ID UD Total 
T-5' 7 20 27 
6-10 1.5 
,---~ 
33 (18 ; ______ ,. 
11-15 @ 11 (G;°': ..._ ___ . / 
16-20 23 7 30 
21-25 21 6 27 
26-30 5 4 9 
31-35 1 1 2 
·101 67 I68" 
60.1% 39.1% 
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TABLE III 
Winter Term 1958-59 
The Size of Classes at Rollins-i~ 
Size LD UD Total 
"N 9 g ~-
6-10 20 ·~ ) 44 
11-15 ~~ 15 
;r"'-
07, 
16-20 18 7 25 
21-25 17 3 20 
26-30 5 5 10 
31-35 0 1 1 
9i """lio 171 
53.2% 46.8% 
➔~Music and Physical Education excluded 
TABLE IV ---
Spring Term 1958-59 
The Size of Classes at Rollins-!~ 
Size LD UD Total 
1~ 14 24 -Js-
6-10 19 < 16 > ., __ _,. 35 
·'"" ,- ' 11-15 116 i ·- ,_ , . 11 / 27 'i (_ ~· 
16-20 21 5 26 
21-25 8 5 13 
26-30 4 3 7 
31-35 0 1 1 
73'2 6°5 147 
55.8% 44.2% 
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f'· ,oi 
ABLE FRESHMEN CHALLBNGED--TOW1\.RD 1 BETTER SCHOOLS' 
Article from the Saturday, May 16, 1959 edition of the 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR 
STUDENTS STIMULATED BY IT, By Falter .Spearman 
Chapel Hill, N,C, 
J ..,V\12- I, 1 ':::'.55' 
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The "Suicide 2511 is what other students at the University of North Carolina 
called the first experimental group selected for the "Superior Freshmen Program" 
back in 1954, But the selected students themselves have found the program not 
"suicide" but a new lease on intellectual life. 
Here is one answer as to 1'h at to do with the students of superior mental 
ability who too often get lost in an educational process geared to the average 
student. Many institutions have set up special 11 Honors Programs" for selected 
upperclassmen, but it is hard to formulate a program for the incoming freshmen. 
Yet this is just when the gifted students need special attention most of all, 
The idea of the "Superior Freshmen Program" was born, as many good ideas 
are, in an informal discussion among faculty members concerned that so many 
unusually gifted freshmen seem to find their first college courses boring, "They 
need to be challenged," decided the professors--and set out to challenge them. 
How Selected 
How were the "superior students" selected? 11 0n mental potential plus drive," 
says History Professor George Taylor, secretary for the program, 11We look at 
their College Board scores, their placement test scores and their IQ to indicate 
potential, their grades and their standing in class to indicate how they are 
using their potential." The Admissions Office sends the committee the credentials 
of some 300 freshmen each year, and the committee ll".akes the final selection for 
the advanced group, 
These "Superior Freshmen" (25 that first year and now two groups of 25 each 
year) are kept to~rnther in special courses in mathematics, history of 1,restern 
civilization and English, taught by carefully selected 11 superior11 faculty members .. 
Each student also takes two other courses, usually a foreign language and natural 
scienceG 
The students and their teachers undertake to advance as far and as fast as 
their abilities will permit, In the first four years of the experiment the 
students have covered more ground than regular students have done--and have main-
tained better than Phi Beta Kappa averages, They have also been challenged to do 
their best work--and they haven't been bored waiting for slower classmates to 
catch up with their flow of ideas. 
T-,j_ th smaller classes, the professors have more time for their students off 
class, too. They set up regular hours each week for conferences with individual 
students, Early in the fall the eight instructors and 50 students have a picnic 
to get better acquainted--plus softball, football, and supper, The teachers :tn-
Vite the students into their homes in small groups of about a dozen so there can 
be plenty of free discussion. One teacher showed them his special collection of 
17th cent'UI'y manuscripts and rare books, 
To Perfect Art of Discussion 
And every month a student committee sets up a forum to discuss issues of 
interest and significance to the students. Sometimes they read an article from 
a current magazine and discuss the ideas. Sometimes they invite an outside faculty 
member to talk about his special field for 20 minutes and then answer questions. 
This paper, · given to me by Miss Packham for rey 
information, might interest you, 
Schiller Scroggs 
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One month a professor in political science who formerly worked with the State 
Department overseas led a lively discussion on "The Bases of Our Foreign Pol-
icy." As Professor Taylor explains, "We confront them ·wi. th an idea for dis-
cussion and then try to help them perfect the art of discussion." 
These superior freshmen all have the same general college adviser. They 
also have access to the book stacks of the Filson Memorial Library, a rare pr±vj: ... 
lege for undergraduates, and are taught early to make the best possible use of 
the library. 
When the first group completed the freshman year, they were eager to re-
main together, so they were allowed to continue in sophomore courses in philoso-
phy and recent history. They begged for more "A" sections 11 to avoid the sopho-
more slump"--and now there are23 sophomore courses set up with special sections 
for these superior students and others who made A1 s and B1 s. 
These superior students are not allowed to become 11lost 11 when they are 
juniors and seniors, but are encouraged to enroll in the "Honors Program" which 
the University has had since 1917. The students do wide individual reading and 
undertake special research problems, prepare a research essay, take a comprehen-
sive written examination and justify their scholarship in a one-hour oral examj_-
nation in their special field. 
Carnegie Corporation Grant 
The "Superior Freshmen" program has been so successful at North Carolina 
that the Carnegie Corporation has given it a grant of $100,000 for four years. 
This will be used to bring in stimulating professors from other institutions for 
a semester and to release more of the best local instructors from large sections 
to concentrate on the small 25-student classes. 
This experiment is no new postsputnik attempt to get more work out of bright 
students, but it is proving what the four original professors believed-- that the 
brightest students need the challenge of other bright students and of the best 
professors if they are to do the ~~rk of which they are capable. 
"Our nation has become dependent upon expert performance in defense, diplomcJ.-
cy, language, music, literature, science, and international trade," says Mathema-
tician Edward Cmneron, chairman of the program. "Our future leaders will need 
creative originality and skill in using the new technical knowledge. Such quali-
ties emerge more readily in an atmosphere of advanced effort, competitive drive, 
initiative and self-reliance. This is what we are v;orking to create." 
The students are as enthusiastic about the program as their teachers. In 
spite of the fact that other students called them the "Suicide 2511 and ~ndered 
why they wanted to make college harder than it already was, they find that not 
only are they learning a great deal more in their courses, but also have time for 
fraternity life, dances, and extra-curricular activitieso One of the 11 Superfor 
Freshmen" has edited the college newspaper, one is president of the Glee Club, 
another president of the Honor Council. They have been chosen to the highest 
campus honor societies 0 
This paper, given to me by Miss Packham for 
my information, might interest you. 
Schiller Scroggs 
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This is not just an essay on American higher education. It is a 
very serious effort to set down some background against which any university 
must consider its plans for the next five years. 
From now on it will be increasinly impossible to withhold from 
scholars and teachers the payment and standard of living which are properly 
commensurate with their skill and their social usefulness. Unlike .American 
workers in other fields that have not sought to redress their underpayment 
by professional organization. In fact, they have contributed to the education 
of American youth and to the stability of the American educational system by 
a direct subsidy out of their own standard o.f living. 
But they are now acquiring the most potent method of securing an 
adjustment. They are becoming one of the scarcest commodities in the .Ame:::-:'Lcan 
economy. This is true when we consider them merely as an undifferentiated 
group. It is startlingly true i.f we make the differentiation between the best 
scholars and the sustaining rank and file. For the top group, American educa-
tion is entering upon a sellers I market S".lch as it has never known. The pro-
jection of this latter fact is very easy. For every university this projectio~1 
is a matter of deep concern, These men are going to regroup themselves in 
those institutions where the reward and professional environment are most favor-
able. 
Consequently, the distinction between levels of universities is going 
to be drawn more sharply than before. Any institution that fails through in-
ability or delinquency to attract and hold its share of the best academic minds 
of the nation is accepting one of two consequences. The first is a sentence of 
inferiority and decline, indeed an inferiority relatively so much greater and 
a decline so much more intractable that trustees, alumni, and friends can only 
react in distress when they finally see the truth. Administrators who are con-
cerned about their own prestige and reputation will be wise to give public ex-
pression to predictions such as these lest an undiscerning later generation 
blame them for not hoisting the proper signals at the proper time for the heavy 
weather that was so clearly on the way. 
The second consequence of failing to maintain and improve faculty is 
the heavy cost of rehabilitation once the damage has been done. In education 
as in business there is no economy more foolish than poor maintenance and up-
keep. Staffs that have been poorly maintained can be rebuilt only at far 
greater cost. There is a Gresham's law in talent as there is in currency. 
The bad drives out the good. A reform in academic departments is just lil~e a 
currency reform--disturbing, costly, and difficult. Since even less-qualified 
and inferior people are going to be in short supply, institutions content to jog 
along will certainly be denied even the solace of doing a moderate job at a 
moderate cost. It is going to be disturbingly expensive to do even a bad job. 
Quality and true economy are therefore inseparable. 
Costs for plant and equipment bring the biggest gasp. It has been 
estimated that the new space needs for American higher education in the next 
decade will cost approximately ~:;8 billion. This sum does not include expenditi1res 
for obsolete or run-down buildings. The (~250 million bond issue proposed for the 
State University of New York will go mainly for deferred needs and replacement, 
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and should not therefore be included in the m5o million which is New York 
State's share of the capital costs for the next decade. 
This is all absurdly too much. Or is it? In the past ten years 
A.~erican industry has spent some $250 billion on new plant. A single major 
corporation like American Telephone ana Telegraph will spend ~l billion next 
year for plant and equipment. This plant is put at the service of the best 
talent provided by the universities. There is a discrepancy here which should 
be clearly set up for people to see. University employment officers are de-
manding more interviewing rooms to accommodate the representatives of industry 
who come more numerously and urgently each year to hire the engineers, scientists, 
and accountants they need to make profitable use of their billions of dollars 1 
worth of new plant. I am saying nothing about lawyers' offices, hospitals, 
and government departments which add their quota to the demand for graduates. 
But the people they hire in our interviewing rooms are trained in crowded class-
rooms, inadequate laboratories, which grow more inadequate and crowded with each 
succeeding year. 
It is not the crowding or inadequacy that needs stressing so much as 
the silliness of giving a second-rate education to people who are goj_ng to be 
given first-rate equipment to handle for the rest of their lives. When the bill 
for educational plant is mentioned, we acq·.1ire a depression mentality, as if 
$8 billion were absurdly beyond our financial powers. Here are some of the true 
facts. In order to produce a dollar of the goods and services we call the gross 
national product, we spend less than a cent on education, and have held to that 
figure for the past five years. Eight billion dollars at the rate of less than 
a billion dollars a year is a minor sum in the list of national expenditures. 
Let us be broadminded and assume that it is perfectly all right for us 
to go on spending four times as much for tobacco and alcohol as for education. 
What will happen? For a while nothing much. Nothing much that will look too 
serious. The universities will behave as they did immediately after the wa.r. 
They will accept more crowding and pressure. But not for as long nor as patiently. 
In those days they felt they had no choice. Today they are more realistic, and 
maybe a little more cyncical. They have some real choices they can make. 
In aey event the time would come by 1960 or not long thereafter when 
we would have to reverse America's historic commitment to give the best education 
possible to as maey as possible of its talented youth. Quite soon we would be 
turning away 750,000 applicants per year of the quality of those whom we now 
accept. It takes no higher mathematics to add up the sum of individual frustra-
tions, lost skills, and public resentment that would turn this outcome into a 
political and economic disaster. Our real choice obviously lies between an 
orderly and provident preparation undertaken now, and waiting till the accumu-
lated tensions force us to take action under far less favorable conditions. 
We might let these tensions accumulate just for the sobering experience 
if all we had to worry about were the explosion in the birth rate. Unfortunately_, 
we have two more explosions to deal with. To understand these explosions America 1 s 
leaders in business and government are going to have to take a hard look at what 
has been happening to their society. 
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Our generation is experiencing a major explosion of knowledge. We 
are dealing with forms of knowledge which we hardly knew existed before Vorld 
War II. One-third of the total labor force of General Electric today is pro-
ducing goods that were not on the market in 1939. The explosion has not 
reached its peak. In the new areas of speculation which have been opened up 
there are more problems to be solved than have been solved, We have already 
seen how great is the shortage of the qualified men whose business it is to 
solve these problems, But it is a leading characteristic of America that it 
goes farther than any other nati.on in producing the people whose business i.t 
is to apply knowledge by turning it into tools and commod..i.ties, applying it 
to health and amusement, incorporating it in our laws and our systems of de-
fense, That is why the professional and technological components of our uni-
versities are far more pronounced than in other modern commun.i.ties -- schools 
of medicine, engineering, agriculture, law, forestry, and so on, 
The explosion of knowledge inevitably produces another explosion of 
demarrlfor the people whose function it is to apply knowledge to the conditions 
of human life. Of all the impediments to national growth and prosperity --
shortage of investment capital, adverse labor union practices, exhaustion of 
raw materials -- none is more menacing than the now chronic undersupply of high-
level skills, This has become the greatest bottleneck in the national economy, 
In 1956 nine large industrial concerns announced that on the average they each 
needed 620 additional engineers and scientists. Each conducted 5,500 inter-
views, made 2,150 offers, and came out with 550 graduates, 170 short of their 
quota in each case. What will they do in 1965 when there will be a shortage 
of over 450,000 in the top-level technical labor force: 
There is more knowledge than the human means of applying it. In 
fact, we are suffering from a secondary bottleneck. There is a growing lack 
o.f men who are competent to use the complex mechanisms we have already produced, 
The application, for example, of electronic computers to commerce and :i.ndust:ry 
is handicapped because there are too few peoiJle who are competent in their use, 
Recently the management of IBM announced that 100,000 skilled men need to be 
trained to use the electronic computers that will be in operation by 1965. 'l'he 
whole field of electronic and nuclear engineering is being held back because 
the nation needs thousands of trained specialists who do not exist and, what is 
worse, are not even being trained. In 1900 industry used one engineer for 
every 400 workers. Today a company is not in the first rank if the ratio is 
worse than one in forty. 
It is just as disturbing to know that we have the same sort of short-
age in other fields. In foreign policy, for example, we have had an explosion 
of problems with too few people studying those problems and still fewer com-
pet ent to deal realistically in the affairs of Russia, Asia, and Africa. What 
kind of tribute is it to a nation of 170 million people to know that there are 
not even half a dozen people who have the qualities, experience, and training 
to make them really first-class ambassadors to Russia? 
Tightness of money and credit rates neuspaper headlines and stimulates 
top-level management conferences and congressional investigations. Raw-material 
shortages provoke an outpouring of risk capital to bore holes in the earth, to 
drain lakes, and push aside mountains. But a shortage of human talent gets 
handled in the jobs section of the back pages of the New York Times. 
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There is even reason for saying that the universities are ahead of 
society in their efforts to prevent a bad situation from getting worse. They 
ar e buying. graduate students, still further draining money from salaries and 
mai ntenance in order to have the privilege of training the nation's scientists 
and high- level talent. 
After a couple of years of subsidized traini ng, the student goes awa.y 
with a salary sometimes higher than that of the people who trained him. 
Seen from the standpoint of those agencies in society which cannot 
function effectively without skilled workers, the university carries out the 
most effective process we have of screening and evaluation. Quite apart from 
the major task of education it separates out from the millions of young men 
and women of the nation the group of 500,000 each year from whose ran.ks the 
selection of the most promising talent can be most safely and profitably made , 
The importance of this selective function has not been clearly enough stressed. 
Until it is more clearly understood, people will not see that one of the pillars 
of the effective and prosperous functioning of the American economy is the iden-
tification and segregation by the universities of a special group or class based 
upon talent. 
One can see more readily what thi s means by taking a look at certain 
other societies which have used or are using different methods of education. 
In a society based on the principle of aristocracy by birth such as the France 
of Louis XIV, there takes place an automatic reduction of the number of people 
.fr om whose ranks talent is chosen, and for whom . advanced education is provided. 
Consequently higher education in those societies is modest in proportion and 
cost,. Part of the explanation of the restrictions placed upon higher education 
i n Great Britain or France today is the persistence of this habit of mind originally 
.formed in a highly class-conscious period of' natio{ial history. It is illumin-
ating to notice that by a violent physical and psychological rejection of the prin-
ciple of aristocracy and class, the Russian revolution produced a similar situation 
to that which has been produced in this country, namely a great expansion or en-
l 2rgement of the population from which talent is drawn. Consequently Russia now 
has the conditions for an educational system based on the identification and de_-
velopment of talent, 
One of the greatest problems facing India is whether the population 
base from which talent selection is made is 300 million, 100 million, or SO 
million. It probably still is a very, very small percentage of her total pop-
ulation. 
In returning to America, and resisting the temptation of talking about 
fascinating special aspects of this problem in places like Ghana, the next point 
.for me to make is that where there is no automatic and restrictive technique, 
established by birth, wealth, or sharp social discrimination, of segregating the 
group which is to be educated and from which talent is to be drawn, the major 
share of that task falls upon education. 
It is possible to get a better idea of the great responsibilities in-
volved here by noticing that the burdens of American education are swiftly increas-
i ng because of our closely related factors. The first is the historic tendency 
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for legislation and the courts to eliminate the force of social distinction 
based on class, creed, or color. What this tendency effectively leads to is 
a situation in which the entire nation is the manpower pool. The effect of the 
Supreme Gaut ··.deci.sion in education is to add the Southern l\Tegro population 
to this pool. The second factor is for this pool to expand l:::ecause the total 
population expands. The third factor is the striking multiplication of areas 
in which education is necessary. Finally there is the growing demand from 
society that the hizhest standards of excellence be reached. Society has be-
come dependent upon education for the maintenance of its relatjvely classless 
social system, for the fresh mobility of each generat:i.on according to attain-
ment, for the establishment of professions, and for the identifica.tion of top-
level talent. Education is growing horizontally and vertically. 
It is good sport to talk of the unbus:tnesslike practic·es of academic 
institutions. The small ·oart of the outsjde criticism that is valid (and that 
part is really small) is trivial by the side of the really bad economics of 
universities. This is the chronic habit of nnderpricinr, their product, render-
ing more services than they get adeqt:ately paid for, draining from salar:i es and 
supplies the money upon which morale and efficiency depend. There is something 
irritating in being offered advice on sound management and b1;siness procedures 
when this major piece of bad economics is passed by. In the seventeenth century 
the English got angry at their shrewd Dutch comretitors and complained that: 
In matters of trade the fault of the Dutch 
Is giving too little and asking too much. 
T1>.rn this couplet around and see how trt~e it is to say that in 
matters of education the fault of the colleges is asking too little and givLng 
too much. The rhyme is gone, but the sense remains. 
It is impossible to convey any impress-ion of what it is lj_ke to live 
and work within an organization which is fully e.x;::iosed to the effects of creeping 
inflation but which has totally inadeq11 ate means of protecting- itself' b,r adjust-
ments in costs and prices. It costs the College of Arts and Sciences at the 
University of Rochester $70,000 a year just to stand still. Only those within 
the universities can appreciate and a'!;)plm)_d the manner in which, after ten years 
of inflation, faculties still manage to rise above the frustration of be:5ng under-
paid and never having all they need to do a good job. 
Those who criticize the practices and proced1jres of uni versj ties wou_ld 
be a little more sympathetic and humble if they recognized that one of the major 
administrative accomplishments in the nation is tr-.e maintenance of the stability 
and morale of institutions in spite of the great strains which they endure. 
Words like "service to society" and "dedication" lose their meaning when they are 
too freely used, but they recover their full charge of meaning when we place 
s-i_de by side the urgent and increasing pressure of society for more training in 
more fields for more people and the quality and the quantity of universHy effort 
in spite of inadequate support and discouraging conditions. If there were a 
Hobel prize for institutions, the univers·i ties would get it, 
The life of deans and presidents is a sort of combination of the lives 
of Sisyphus and T ?ntalus. Their position at the point of contact or mediatjon 
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between the rise of costs and the increased demand for services on the one hand 
and their staff and plant on the other makes these comparisons inevitable. It 
is no wonder what a major item of business at each annual meeting of deans is 
the introduction of a flock of new deans, or that the average tenure of a college 
president is four years. Eighty percent of the nation's college presidents do 
not endure to the age of retirement. 
Sisyphus and King of Corinth and famed for his cunning. He was ob~· 
viously an ancient version of a college president. He was slain by Theseus for 
his wrongdoing. In Hades Pluto punished him by making him roll a huge stone to 
the top of a hill. When he almost got there, the stone rolled down, and he had 
to start all over again. This ts the best description of budget-making in an 
age of inflation that I know. When the dean gets the budget he feels like 
Tantalus, King of Phrygia, who also was punished in the lower world. For his 
sins he was placed in a lake of water. Overhead were trees laden with fruit. 
When he reached down to drink, the water receded, and when he reached up to 
pluck the fruit, the branches pulled away out of reach. 
We had better bring the faculty into th:i.s. They feel that they lie on 
a bed of Procrustes. He was a villain too and a celebrated highwayman in Attica. 
He tied his victims to a bed. If they were +.oo short he stretched them to fit 
the bed; if they were too long he cut off their feet so that they still fit the 
bed. Faculties sometimes feel that they get stretched when it is a matter of 
service to society and cut down to size when it is a matter of reward. It will 
be noticed that in mythology as in real life the figures of guilt are the dean 
and the president. 
In poking fun at ourselves, we run the risk of some exaggeration. 
But it is a literary means of saying again that with all the help they have been 
given, and with all the efforts they have made, universi ties are staggering under 
the burden they already carry, and yet the load is about to be increased two and 
threefold. 
There is no irritation or malice in these words, but rather an urgent 
reminder that the time has come to go beyond the charitable vocabulary of how 
f ine and democratic it is to educate our young men and women. Instead the 
time has come - - it is really inconveniently late - - to take a hard look at the 
national economics of underdeveloped talent and talent shortage and at unapplied 
knowledge, to insist on raising the question of whether human brains do not 
warrant as much investment and development as copper ore in the Andes. 
What really needs explanation and emphasis is a new understanding of 
the university. There was a time when the primary function of unive~sities was 
·~o produce teachers, ministers, civil servants, and lawyers, who were the ~ux-
iliary personnel of an active commercial and industrial society. Toward such 
institutions a charitable disposition was not unnatural and, since we are a 
very charitable people, not too unacceptable or unrewarding. But a charitable 
disposition to a modern university is beginning to make a lot ; less sense. The 
shoe is on the other foot. It is not the universities who are unbusinessli ke . 
I t i s the people who need and use their product who are unbusinesslike. This 
rema~k applies most especially to the very limited number of true universities. 
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There are over 1,800 institutions of college or university rank in 
the United States. Of these, however, fewer than fifty are responsible for 
the major proportion of the most highly qualified professional and scientific 
men of the country. It is not the prestige of belonging to this group that is 
stressed, but the burden. And the burden is stressed not because it is onerous, 
but because it is imperative and cannot be laid down. Failure to carry it as it 
increases will profoundly affect the conduct of the most essential activities in 
American society. As soon as one recognizes that American society cannot con-
tinue to grow in its position of political and techn.tcal leadership in the modern 
world unless it solves the problem of talent shortages by upgrading its populatior:, 
then it becomes quite clear that the universities and society are conducting the 
wrong sort of debate. 
At the moment the universities are saying: 11Look, we would like to 
educate twice as many young men and women. Would you please give us some money? 
Look, we notice that there is a shortage of engineers and doctors and psycholo-
gists. Would it be all right if we expanded our facilities and offered more 
scholarships in the hope that somebody will notice that we ?.re doing a good job? 11 
Surely the following conversation is also possible and more realistic, 
'I'his is society speaking and the universities listening. 11Look, Nr. President, 
we're in trouble. We are driving up our salary budgets by competing for engineers 
in short supply. We cannot staff our public heal th services because there are 
not enough doctors. We cannot outpace the Russians in the arms race unless. there 
are more people working on fundamental principles. Fe can't staff our foreign 
missions with people who know enough of their business to earn the respect of 
Asians and Africans. What, Mr. President, do you need so that you can help us 
out? Helping you is the cheapest way of helping ourselves. 11 
u,"' .L_.i'ty-oad .Leaaing universities are in a sellers I market, but their 
·wor.~?--. and behavior seem to be predicated on exactly the opposite assumption. 
The truth of the matter is that the universities and society are being altogether 
too coy with one another, whispering and hinting to and fro without ever getting 
the full and necessary facts on the table so that realistic and practical dis-
cussions can take place. 
The representatives of one great national company last year visited 
200 campuses, looking for trained men. You can see these men tiptoeing past 
the office of president and treasurer to the employment office in the hope of 
picking up a bargain or a windfall. Since there are no bargains in high-level 
talent and not enough windfalls to go around, they pay a stiff price for what 
they find, or go away shaking their heads at the folly of not recognizing how 
bad it is for the university's public relations when it does not produce enough 
engineers or accountants. They need not have tip-toed past the president's office 
at all, because that gentleman was probably out of his office gumshoeing in 
Washington, the state capitol, or maybe in the corporation head-offices of the 
talent scout, looking for support for his fa.culty and plant. The tiptoers and 
gumshoers should get together. They can help one another. 
The universities and the major institutions of American society each 
a.re engaged in related forms of solicitation. Industry, commerce, and govern-
ment are engaged in solicitation for qualified men. Universities are engaged 
in a solicitation f or the means of selecting and training these men. The de-
pendence of the one upon the other is the discovery that is about to be made. 
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If it is not made, society's frustrated seekers for talent will in a few years 
show the same clinical signs as the university's seekers for support. Victims 
of the solicitation syndrome are principally recognizable by what is known as 
supplicant curvature, or sometimes mendicant stoop, The corresponding mental 
condition is sometimes called tincup blues. It is not a desirable affliction, 
but the methods of treatment are becoming well known--men in the one casa, 
money in the other, 
To those who are very attentive to the problems of the universities 
some caution should be given. Legislators and businessmen are often inclined 
to reason that the proper response to either the problem of the student bulge or 
of talent shortages is to provide more scholarships. To be against scholarships 
is like being against virtue. Nobody is against scholarships provided it is 
clearly understood that scholarships as such do nothing to solve the problem of 
inadequate space or overburdened faculties. Indeed, since most scholarships do 
not pay the true costs of education, the scholarship programs being worked out 
in Washington, the state capitols, and industry can even make the situation worse. 
The student, the classroom, and the teacher must not be separated from each other. 
To legislators, scholarships or cheap tuition is good politics; to corporations, 
it is good public relations. To universities, without help for classrooms and 
faculties, it is bad business. 
There is an obstinate conviction that colleges are trying to do too 
many things and should impose restraints on themselves, This is true and yet 
not true. It is true in the sense that the best American universities feel very 
close to their society and have a great eagerness to satisfy its needs. It is, 
however, seriously untrue because it is society in its varied activities that 
lays the burdens upon the universities, 
The enduring relationship between university and community is one of 
mutual respect and cooperation, It would be a distortion not to admit freely 
that both have given to each other in a fashion that no other society can equal. 
But respect and confidence must today be rounded out by a practical and hard-
headed understanding that the laws of supply and demand operate in education 
as in business. The price must be adequate to the quality of the product. If 
not, the product will decline in amount or in quality, 
All I am saying is that the picture, the proportion, and the power of 
the university must be seen in practical and not charitable terms. A good edu.·-
cational system has the indispensable quality of a dependable security system, or 
a sound monetary system, or a successful foreign policy. Its success is worth 
the price that has to be paid, I think there will be a more realistic picture 
in the minds of responsible people ten years from now. It is going to be inter-
esting for those of the present generation to be around when the new facts and 
figures begin to have their effect, 
Arnold of Rugby said that no man should meddle with a university who does 
not know it very well and love it very dearly. I would add the phrase, 11 and is 
greatly optimistic about its future," The proper corrective for the fiscal funk 
that people get into when they look at the next ten years is a sense of excite-
ment at beholding the new formations and horizons in knowledge and human events. 
I f we ask a medical man what is likely to be the capital event in this generation, 
his answer is likely to be the conquest of cancer, which does indeed seem to be 
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imminent. If we put the same question to a physicist he is likely to emphasize 
the safe and controllable production of energy through the fusion of the iso-
topes of hydrogen, helium, or lithium. For the military man it might be the con--
trollable intercontinental ballistic missile, or for the psychiatrist the estab-
lishment of a series of clinically accurate relationships between mental disturb-
ance and body chemistry. But there is one possibility that transcents them all. 
It is the possibility that the pendulum that carried Marxism to a point where it 
appeared to millions of the world's population as the most favorable force of 
emancipation and progress has passed the top of its long swing. 
This would mean the rediscovery of America as the liberal and emanci-
pating force of the world -- a great break-through into hope. This is a very 
real possibility and worth all the effort needed to realize it. To realize it, 
we must not relax any effort to cultivate the mental and sr:iritual resources of 
the individuals who compose the nation. We must break the bottleneck between 
knowledge and its application to health, wealth, and human satisfaction. Edu-
cation is the first weapon in the war to establish a nei·r balance in human relation-~ 
ships. JV.tilovan Djilas, Vice-President of Yugoslavia, was sentenced to imprison-
ment for saying something that is profoundly true, that satellite unrest has 
"placed on the agenda the problem of freedom in Communism -- that is to say, the 
replacement of the Communist system itself by a new social system. 11 
We stand at one of the great cross-roads of history. The possibility 
of a counterrevolution against communism has arisen. It is now possible for 
communism to lose in the eyes of the world the appearance of being a prbgre~sive, 
liberating, and revolutionary force. Instead it stands an excellent chance of 
becoming identified with reaction. Before the blatant veil of lies and propa-
ganda was snatched from the face of Stalinism, the only available revolutionary 
icl.eal for students behind the iron curtain and in Asia appeared to be communism .. 
But the patch which leads from the death of Stalin to the flounderings of 
Khrushchev, and on to the tragedy of Hungary, leads away from communism. Students 
are the first to see this. 
It is an old saying that revolutions are made by students and by 
sufferers. Behind the iron curtain are many students and many sufferers. In 
lifting up their eyes, as they are now doing, beyond their own frontiers, it will 
mean much if they read answers to their questions that attract and satisfy them. 
The substitution of the image of America as the force of liberal progress for the 
image of America as naked power or reaction would be the capital historical event 
of the century. 
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